WMI-125
WEAPON MOUNTED ILLUMINATOR

Description
The WMI-125 is a powerful handheld or weapon-mounted white light illuminator used for target identification and area illumination. A wide variety of accessories are available for the WMI-125 series of tactical lights including an infrared filter that allows them to be used with night vision devices to provide for target / area illumination in complete darkness.

System Features
- Lightweight, Rugged, Humidity Protected
- Day Sight compatible
- Weapon mounted
- IR filter for Night Vision operation
- Remote Operation

Mission Dedicated
- Weapon mounted
  - Navigation
  - Target Identification

Technical Specification
- Battery Type: (2) 3-volt lithium
- Battery Life: > 60 minutes
- Illuminator type: White Light Illuminator
- Output Power: 125 lumens (peak)
- Length*: 3.65-3.75"
- Width*: 1.6-1.7"
- Height: 1.6"
- Weight (with batteries)*: 3.9-4.8 oz.

* depending on style of back plate and mounting interface
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